
Hello     . We are            .  
A new home for all those who engage in 
journalism     , shape the public sphere and 
strengthen democracy        .

Publix is opening in summer 2024.  

We are looking forward to your events, 


retreats or conferences.

Do you have any questions? 

booking@publix.de



Publix – a one-of-a-kind European centre 
for journalism     and the public sphere.     

Publix seeks to find answers to social and technological 
challenges to strengthen civil society and our democracy. 

In the heart of Berlin's Neukölln district, Publix is a place for 
editorial teams, non-profit organisations and individuals who 
are dedicated to independent journalism, meeting critical 
information needs, strengthening social cohesion and 
advocating freedom of information and opinion (including in 
the digital space). 

We want our events and education programmes to reach all of 
Germany - and our immediate neighbourhood here in the Berlin 
district of Neukölln.

We want to make space available for small meetings and large 
conferences. For podcasts and talk shows. We plan to hold 
debates, spread knowledge and create media. 

A building with a mission.

At Publix in Berlin's Neukölln district, journalistic organisations 
are converging with education and research initiatives. They 
are moving into permanent workspaces in the building, where 
they will organise events and share their knowledge.  
They include: 

The Publix Network
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A building

in the heart 

of Neukölln

On one side is the lively boulevard 

Hermannstrasse, on the other is the 

peaceful quietude of the cemetery – and 

right in the middle is Publix. 



Our new building is located in an urban 

and culturally vibrant section of the 

Neukölln district of Berlin, and a trio of 

parks are within easy walking distance – 

Tempelhofer Feld, Anita Berber Park and 

Körnerpark.

Our catering facilities and our large garden 

offer a respite from the hustle and bustle 

of daily life. 



People who work in the building, as well as 

guests and neighbours, can meet and chat 

here from early morning until late in the 

evening. 



A place         with ideal conditions
Whether for co-working or different event formats, Publix offers ideal conditions 
and an inspiring environment.

Publix provides top-quality infrastructure for journalism, civil 

society work and events. 

Publix brings together a network of people who are working on 

vital questions facing the future of the news media and 

democracy.

The building plays host to inspiring events focused on sharing 

knowledge and community building. 

Publix is a workshop for innovation through infrastructure, 

grants, funding, networking and education.



Hosting your event     at Publix
Publix seeks to be a lively centre for exchange and encounters. As such, the 
building is available as a venue for third-party events. 

You can use our spaces for:

Conferences Lectures Meetings

Readings Interviews Seminars

Presentations Retreats Podcast recordings

Children's playgroups Dinner Talks

Livestreams Video productionsWorkshops

An overview of all the benefits:

Fast WiFi


Premium furnishings


Modern production technology


Flexible room sizes


In-house catering, also for events


Helpful advice for planning and staging events


An inspiring community


Easy to get to


Inspirational encounters


Barrier-free access to all rooms



Six floors. So many possibilities    .

Forum, Box, Conference Room, Canteen, Video and Sound studios with post-production rooms

Floor 0

Coworking Spaces and Meeting Rooms

Floor 1

Office rooms with over 200 work spaces on three floors

Floor 2-4

Ateliers and Panorama Studio

Floor 5



Size

185 m2
Height

3,90 m
Capacity (seated)

220 Pers. max 

Ceiling: Ribbed ceiling exposed concrete / acoustic grid ceiling

Floor: Screed

The large Forum on the ground floor with its inviting wooden 
staircase can be transformed into a stage for conferences, 
talks, live podcasts or readings. 



The entire area can be transformed into an auditorium with 
seating as required. 



Various seating setups turn the staircase into a stage or into 
additional audience space.



The space is extremely flexible, suitable both for smaller groups 
or, with full seating, for events of up to 220 people.



The room is located on the ground floor and is barrier-free.

Conferences Exhibitions Seminars

Lectures Talks

Image

1x   Projector & Lens, Barco F80-4K9 & GLD1,43-2,12 
1x   Barco Clickshare C-10

1x   Roll-up screen, Atrium ProfiClassic (B300xH230, bei 16:9 175H)



Sound

2x   Speakers, Yamaha IF22054 UB2205

19x Ceiling speakers, Yamaha VXC2FB

6x   Wireless microphones, Shure ULX-D2/B87A

2x   Wireless headsets, DPA 4288 Core Directional Flex

1x   Yamaha TF-1+NY64-D

1x   Yamaha Tio1608-D



Light

8x  Elation Fresnel 4” (Installed)

4x  Astera AX-10

Equipment

Forum



Box

Workshops Exhibitions Presentations

Readings Children's playgroups

Size

48 m2
Height

3,00 m
Capacity (seated)

15-40 Pers.

Ceiling: acoustic grid ceiling

This is a perfect space for trying out new things, experimenting 
and discussing. With the panoramic window looking out on 
Hermannstrasse and the moveable wall facing the Forum, it is 
the ideal space for interaction and exchange.



The room is located on the ground floor and is barrier-free.

Image

1x   Touch Screen 85“, Legamaster SUP-8500

1x   Barco Clickshare C-10

Equipment



Conference Room

Workshops Meetings Seminars Presentations

Ceiling: acoustic grid ceiling

The Conference Room offers plenty of space for all-day events 
and focused meetings, and it comes complete with high-end 
conference technology and an unobstructed view of the Publix 
garden outside, complete with a terrace.



It offers various seating arrangements thanks to tables that can 
be moved around to accommodate your needs. With full 
seating, there is space for 80 people. If desired, the directly 
adjacent terrace and garden can also be used. 



The room is located on the ground floor and is barrier-free.

Size

89 m2
Height

3,90 m
Capacity (seated)

80 Pers. max

Image

1x   Projector 130“, Optoma FHDS130

1x   Barco Clickshare C-10

2x  Cameras, Panasonic AW-UE50



Sound

6x   Microphones, Shure ULX-D2/B87A

2x   Speakers, Fohhn DLI 130 DAN

1x   Bass speaker, Fohhn XS-22 active


Equipment



Canteen

Dinner Readings Interviews Presentations

Canteen & Terrace + Garden

90 m2 & 48 m2 
Height

3,90 m

Canteen operation as required (with seating)

50 - 100 Seats

Ceiling: Ribbed ceiling exposed concrete / acoustic grid ceiling

On the ground floor is the Canteen, the heart of the building, 
where Publix tenants can come together with guests from the 
neighbourhood and the world. It’s a lively place for a business 
lunch, a team breakfast or a quick coffee break. 



If you need some fresh air, you can step out onto the terrace 
facing Tempelhofer Feld park.



The room is located on the ground floor and is barrier-free.



Sound and Video Studios
A wide variety of multimedia formats can be produced in our video and sound 

studios. They are outfitted with technical equipment that meets the highest 

demands of professional productions.



Video Studio


The video studio offers green screen technology and adjoining control and 

post-production rooms. It also includes a preparation space for hair and 

makeup.



Recording Studio 1


In addition to a recording booth, our compact Recording Studio 1 has 

everything you need for uncomplicated, professional audio recording.



Recording Studio 2


The larger of the two recording studios, Recording Studio 2 has an adjoining 

control room in addition to high-quality technology.



These rooms are located on the ground floor and are barrier-free.

Video EditingGreen Screen Productions

Audio Editing

Post-Production

Video and Podcast Productions Interview Recordings



Library
A stylish setting for readings, talks and lectures our Library on 
the first floor is an ideal retreat for focused work on your 
project while surrounded by literature.



These rooms are located on the first floor and are barrier-free.

Size

33 m2
Height

3,00 m
Capacity (seated)

8 Pers. max 

Workshops MeetingsReadings

Presentations Photo shoots Interviews

Meeting Rooms
Our top quality-equipped Meeting Rooms are versatile and 
offer the ideal setting for productive meetings. Moveable 
furniture modules make the space easily adaptable to your 
needs.



These rooms are located on the first floor and are barrier-free.

Size

17 m2
Height

2,50 m
Capacity (seated)

8 Pers. max 

Size

20 m2
Height

2,50 m
Capacity (seated)

6 Pers. max 

Meeting Room I

Meeting Room II

Workshops Meetings

Working Groups Presentations

Seminars



Ateliers
Way up top on the fifth floor, nine individually appointed ateliers 

combine a quiet working atmosphere with the possibility of 

spending the night.



The ateliers are perfect for a variety of uses, whether it is an 

intensely focused phase of teamwork or a longer stay as part of 

an artist residency or a research project. Two of the nine spaces 

can be used as double rooms, and one is wheelchair accessible. 

All have their own bathrooms.



These rooms are located on the fifth floor and are barrier-free.

Fellowship or Artist-in-Residency-Programmes

Project work Overnight stays

Size

22-41 m2
Height

2,50 m
Single rooms

7x
Double rooms

2x



Panorama Studio
A wonderful view over the rooftops of the city! In the stylish 
Panorama Studio, you can work on issues of mutual interest, 
hold relaxed discussions and even cook and share a meal 
together. This retreat in the heart of the city is suitable for 
groups of up to 14 people.



This room is located on the fifth floor and is barrier-free.

Size

69 m2
Height

2,50 m
Capacity (seated)

14 Pers. max 

Workshops Dinner

Retreats Conference Photo shoots Interviews

Meetings

Image

1x   Projector, PANASONIC PT-VMZ51, 3LCD Laser projector, 5200 ANSI

       Resolution: 1.920x1.200 WUXGA

       Format: 16:10

1x   Screens Atrium ProfiClassic 110“ (B240x H150)



Sound

2x  Bose SoundLink Revolve II Bluetooth

Equipment



Contact

Got questions, interest or ideas? 

We look forward to hearing from you!

Hermannstr. 90

D-12051 Berlin 

+49 (0)30 62724559



Information provided according to §5 of the Telemedia Act (TMG)

Publix gGmbH  
Industriestraße 2  
D-79541 Lörrach



Publix is an initiative of the Schoepflin Foundation with support from 
Stiftung Mercator Schweiz and ZEIT STIFTUNG BUCERIUS.
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Managing director authorised to represent the company:  
Maria Exner  
Registry court: AG Freiburg

Register number: HRB 727216

VAT ID according to § 27 a of Value Added Tax Act: DE355058299



hello@publix.de 

www.publix.de

Imprint

Katharina Klün 

Program & Experience Lead

katharina.kluen@publix.de

Carolin Kohl

Project Manager Program & Events

carolin.kohl@publix.de


